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In the context of the formulation of QCD with dual potentials, we show that chiral-symmetry 
breaking occurs only in the confined state. Therefore, the transition temperature, beyond which 
chiral symmetry is restored, is the same as the deconfinement temperature. To carry out the calcu-
lation, it is necessary to couple quarks to dual gluons. We indicate how this is done (to lowest order 
in the magnetic coupling constant) and give the Feynman rules for quark-dual-gluon vertices. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is devoted to a study of chiral-symmetry 
breaking and the chiral phase transition in the context of 
dual QCD (Ref. 1). Dual QCD is ordinary QCD ex-
pressed in terms of dual potentials c~ rather than the 
usual A~· The dual potentials are the variables most ap-
propriate for discussing the long-range confining regime 
ofQCD. 
It has often been suggested that confinement and 
chiral-symmetry breaking are intimately connected,2 and 
indeed lattice QCD calculations3 strongly support this 
view, as do the calculations we shall describe here. We 
shall study chiral-symmetry breaking within a simplified 
approximation, but which we feel nevertheless includes 
most of the important physics. It uses the Dyson equa-
tion for the quark propagator, and the "rainbow graph" 
approximation, and furthermore looks only for a 
constant, momentum-independent, chiral-symmetry-
breaking quark mass. Within this approximation, we find 
that there is no chiral-symmetry breaking unless there is 
also confinement. 
Confinement in QCD occurs, as in dual superconduc-
tivity, because of spontaneous symmetry breaking, in 
which the superconducting or confining vacuum consists 
of a magnetic condensate, having a nonzero value of the 
color-magnetic field squared. In the perturbative, or 
nonconfining vacuum, there is no chiral breakdown. 
Only when the condensate is present does chiral-
symmetry breaking take place. This means that there can 
be no chiral breaking above the deconfinement tempera-
ture Tc. Chiral breaking in the nonperturbative vacuum 
is described by a gap equation much like the one encoun-
tered in superconductivity.4 The role of the Debye ener-
gy is played by the magnetic condensate. In QCD the 
condensate vanishes at the deconfinement temperature 
Tc, at which point chiral symmetry is restored. In super-
conductivity, in contrast, the Debye energy never van-
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ishes; instead the gap disappears at the critical tempera-
ture determined by the solution of the gap equation.4 
In I we have constructed the long-range limit of the 
dual Lagrangian .L( C) describing QCD as a function of 
the dual potentials. We expect .[(C) to be valid at low 
energies, which means energies (or temperatures) up to a 
scale M which we have estimated in I to be of order 450 
MeV. Beyond this scale, higher-order corrections to our 
approximate.[( C) become significant. 
.L( C) was explicitly constructed to describe the 
confining regime of QCD, that is, temperatures below the 
deconfinement point. Deconfinement is estimated to 
occur in the range 100-200 MeV. This is well below M, 
and therefore it is possible that.[( C) will continue to be 
valid in a region above the deconfinement point. If this is 
true we arrive at the following picture: In the confined 
regime, there are only short-range correlations among 
dual gluons, so the dual Wilson loop obeys a perimeter 
law and the usual Wilson loop an area law; hence 
confinement. Above Tc, there are long-range correlations 
among dual gluons [i.e., the dual gluon propagator con-
tains massless singularities, see Eq. (2.27)] so that the area 
law for the Wilson loop no longer holds. Nevertheless, 
there are still effects due to the mutual interactions of 
dual gluons, expressed through the fact that the dielectric 
constant E is not unity. The usual asymptotically free 
perturbation theory is applicable only above the scale M, 
where E becomes one. In this paper we shall assume the 
validity of.[( C) up to the scale M, so that _[(C) can be 
used to describe QCD both in the confined regime and in 
the deconfined regime not too far above the 
deconfinement temperature. 
Section III of this paper discusses the perturbative vac-
uum case and, within the simplifying assumptions used, 
shows that there is no chiral-symmetry-breaking solution. 
Section IV describes the nonperturbative confining case, 
and derives the analog of the gap equation. The Appen-
dix elaborates on the results given in both of these sec-
tions. 
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Before any analysis of chiral-symmetry breaking can be 
carried out, however, it is of course necessary to intro-
duce quarks into dual QCD. Section II is devoted to this 
issue. Because of the use of dual potentials, quarks are 
awkward to deal with, as are monopoles in ordinary 
QED. In Sec. II we derive, in lowest order in the mag-
netic coupling constant g, the Feynman rules for coupling 
quarks to dual gluons and to the other fields appearing in 
the dual QCD Lagrangian. Using these rules, we also 
derive some useful formulas necessary for writing down 
the Dyson equation for the quark propagator. 
II. COUPLING QUARKS TO DUAL GLUONS 
Our first task is to introduce quarks into the dual La-
grangian .L( C). At the Abelian level, this is the same 
problem as coupling magnetic monopoles to ordinary 
photons in quantum electrodynamics, and we begin with 
that. 
First, suppose we have a stationary point monopole 
with magnetic charge g located at the origin. The 
relevant Maxwell equation is 
(2.1) 
This equation is incompatible with the usual relation be-
tween the magnetic field and the vector potential, which 
is 
B=VX A. (2.2) 
Equation (2.2) insists that there is no net magnetic flux 
through any closed surface; the way this is implemented 
for a Dirac monopole, for example, is by attaching a 
string to the monopole, which brings in just as much flux 
as leaves the monopole in its Coulomb field. Since (2.1) 
requires that there be net flux issuing from the monopole, 
(2.2) cannot be retained. 
The resolutions is to change (2.2) by adding a field can-
celing the string in V X A. Thus we replace (2.2) by 
B=VX A+Bs. 
The "string field" Bs is chosen to satisfy 
V·Bs =gB3(x) , 
to which the string-field solution is 
Bs = -gB(x)8(y)8( -zlez , 
if the string is chosen to lie along the negative z axis. 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
The dynamics is contained in the Maxwell equation 
VXB=O. (2.6) 
This equation determines the vector potential A. In the 
V· A=O gauge, we have 
-V2 A+VXBs =0; (2.7) 
the solution to (2. 7) is the Dirac string field 
A-...L 1-cose,... 
- 41T r sine e.p ' (2.8) 
in spherical coordinates. Finally, Eqs. (2.3), (2.5), and 
(2.8) give for the magnetic field B precisely the Coulomb 
field, with no string: 
B=~e,. 41Tr (2.9) 
The generalization of this simple procedure to incorpo-
rate relativity is straightforward. Here, expressing the 
field tensor F JLV in terms of the vector potential A JL' 
through 
FJLV=aJLAV-aVAJL , (2.10) 
guarantees that the pair of Maxwell equations 
(2.11) 
is automatically satisfied. However, when there are mag-
netic sources, the right-hand side of this equation is no 
longer zero, but is a magnetic current j tf, so the choice 
(2.10) is no longer compatible with it. Again the resolu-
tions is to modify (2.10) by adding a "string field" FsJLv' so 
that 
FJLV=aJLAV-aVAJL +FSJLV, (2.12) 
and choosing the string field to satisfy 
~a F - ·M 
-2 Y€JLYAa sA.a-JJL · (2.13) 
Physically, the aJLAV-aVAJL part of the field tensor in 
(2.12) contains strings. The string field FsJLv is simply 
chosen to cancel these, as in the Coulomb case described 
above. 
The solution to (2.13) is 
F 1 ·M SJLV= n •a €JLVAan ;.._}a > (2.14) 
where nJL gives the string direction. 
For a spin-+ monopole described by a Dirac field '1/J, the 
magnetic current is 
i': =gifra'l/l, (2.15) 
where g is the monopole strength. (In a theory with both 
monopoles and electric charges, compatibility with gauge 
in variance requires that eg = 21r. ) 
The electrodynamic Lagrangian is 
(2.16) 
with the decomposition (2.12) there are, therefore, two 
types of interaction terms. The first comes from the cross 
term between aJLAV-aVAJL and FSJLV; it gives rise to the 
graph illustrated in Fig. I (a), and has a vertex 
€JLVAan A r a 
r v=gqJL q·n (2.17) 
From the -tFsJL..F'sJLv term in .L, there is also a four-
fermion vertex, shown in Fig. l(b), for which the Feyn-
man rule is to write 
(2.18) 
Since the quadratic (in A ) part of .L is unchanged, the 
usual Feynman rule for the photon propagator still ob-
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>- X (a) (b) 
FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams for the interaction of monopoles 
(solid lines) and ordinary photons (wavy lines). 
tains. 
It is a straightforward matter to add up the graphs 
shown in Fig. 2, for example, and verify that the usual 
scattering amplitude is obtained for monopole-monopole 
scattering. 
To couple quarks to dual gluons in dual QCD we may 
try to follow an analogous procedure. The Maxwell 
equation (2.13) should now be replaced by 
(2.19) 
To lowest order, D) C)--.av and k 11 --. j 11 =eqy 11q; thus to 
lowest (zeroth) order in g, the magnetic charge, there is a 
dual-gluon-quark vertex such as in Fig. l(a) and a four-
quark vertex such as in Fig. l(b), coming from the 
- ±G 11vG pv term in the dual Lagrangian.' There is also a 
coupling of the quark to the F field, coming from the 
lMF11vG11v term in .L(C). All three vertices, with their 
Feynman rules, are shown in Fig. 3. 
In higher orders in g, however, complications arise. 
Because of the nonlinear covariant derivative D v( C), an 
infinite series of vertices of order eg n, n = 0, 1, 2, ... , is 
generated. Furthermore, we do not know what the 
"current" k 11 in Eq. (2.19) is, beyond lowest order. It 
must be a quantity transforming according to the mag-
netic, not the electric, gauge group, so it cannot coincide 
with j 11 except in lowest order. 
Dual QCD necessarily involves both e and g; it is a 
theory in which both electric and magnetic charges must 
exist. As in electrodynamics, this requires the Dirac 
quantization condition eg =21T to hold, and, consequent-
ly, destroys any possibility of doing perturbation theory: 
if expressed in terms of either e (or g), the perturbation 
series for any process involves all powers of e, positive 
and negative. Further, any given power of e is not associ-
ated with graphs having a given number of loops. As a 
result, adding up all graphs with a given number of loops 
does not, in general, give a gauge-invariant result. 
All of these difficulties mean that we do not know how 
to do higher-order calculations with quarks in dual QCD. 
>-< + X 
FIG. 2. Monopole-monopole scattering graphs. The two 
graphs add up to give the usual r~11 ( 1 /q 2 )y~21 interaction. 
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FIG. 3. Feynman rules, to lowest order in the magnetic cou-
pling constant g, for coupling quarks to dual gluons and to the F 
field. 
We will confine ourselves to the lowest-order graphs of 
Fig. 3. 
Using these rules, we can now demonstrate that in 
lowest order in g, dual QCD reproduces the result of us-
ing ordinary A language QCD. Lowest ordering means 
the Abelian approximation. As explained in I, at the 
Abelian level the Lagrangian 
.£.(A)= -tFJlV I 0 21FJ.'Y' (2.20) D+M 
where 
F11v=a11 Av-avA 11 , 
is exactly equivalent to 
.L(C)=-+GJlV I ~2 +l]GJ.'V' 
where 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
When (2.22) is turned into a local Lagrangian, the Abeli-
an approximation to the dual QCD Lagrangian 1 [not in-
cluding the counterterms W(F) required by renormaliza-
bility] results: 
_M- 1- - 1 
.£.(C)- 2 F JlVG JlV + 4F JlVDF J.'V- 4G JlVG JlV . (2.24) 
In (2.20) quarks are introduced in the usual way, by 
adding a term - j~A ~. where j~ =eq('A0 /2)y 11q. In 
(2.24), quarks are added by replacing (2.23) with 
G11v=a11Cv-avC11 +Gs11v. (2.25) 
To order e 2, both (2.20) and (2.24) should therefore 
give the same result. That this is in fact so can be verified 
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by direct calculation. Adding all of the graphs (for off-
shell quarks) shown in Fig. 4, with the rules for quark 
vertices given above, and taking the C and F propagators 
from I, Eqs. (3.15)-(3.17), results in the amplitude 
where nv is the string direction in G 51w This is precisely 
what would have been obtained from (2.20) in axial 
gauge, where n v is the direction of the axial gauge choice. 
As explained in I, however, the Lagrangian (2.24) re-
quires the addition of counterterms for renormalizability; 
one adds - W(F) to (2.24), where W(F) is given in Eq. 
(3.22) of I. The dual Lagrangian now contains an addi-
tional quadratic term in F 2, which modifies the propaga-
tors. Thus, including W(F) in .L( C), and relative to the 
perturbative vacuum, the propagators (3.15)-(3.17) of I 
are replaced by (in the Landau gauge) 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
>-< + X 
+ 
FIG. 4. Feynman graphs for quark-quark scattering to 
lowest order in g. Dual gluons (wavy lines), the F field (double 
lines), and the mixed C-F propagator can be exchanged, and 
there is also a contribution from the four-quark vertex. 
a~~.rr,(q)=Bab [ q 2 _ 1M* 2 (BayBf3y-Bar,Bf3r) 
Mz 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
At T =0, p,2 < 0 so that the mass M* 2 would represent a 
ghost. But the perturbative vacuum propagators are 
applicable only above the deconfinement temperature. 
This is by definition precisely the temperature at which 
the temperature-dependent effective p,2( T) changes sign. 
Thus M* 2 is actually positive (and temperature depen-
dent, vanishing at T = Tc ). 
The graphs of Fig. 4, giving the effective interaction 
between quarks, may now be recalculated using the per-
turbative vacuum propagators with W included, Eqs. 
(2.27)-(2.29). We find, in place of (2.26), the result 
(2.31) 
The M 2 !q 4 term is no longer present, reflecting the fact 
that the ordinary Wilson loop W A no longer obeys an 
area law. Note that both the effective A gluon propaga-
tor (2.31) and the C gluon propagator (2.27) have first-
order poles at q 2=0. 
Equations (2.27)-(2.29) and (2.31) are for the perturba-
tive vacuum. In the nonperturbative vacuum, the mag-
netic condensate ( F ;Y ;v> takes on a nonzero value F 6. 
reflecting spontaneous symmetry breaking, and the ex-
istence of a dual superconducting state with color-electric 
confinement. When F 6*0, there are further quadratic 
terms in .L( C), coming both from the Ff.Lv1J2( C)Ff.Lv term 
and from the expansion of W(F) around the nonpertur-
bative value of F 2• These terms alter the propagators 
A ab A ab d A ab 
I.JJ.f.LV' I.JJ.f.L,a{J• an I.JJ.a{J, yf>• 
The effect is to remove all massless singularities. When 
the nonperturbative vacuum propagators are used to 
compute the effective quark-quark interaction, via Fig. 4, 
the simple structure of (2.26) or of (2.31) is lost. There is 
an additional term in the effective propagator of the form 
1 ~ 2 
---2 (uf.LV-nf.Lnvln ) . (n·q) 
It is this term which is essential for chiral-symmetry 
breaking, as we shall see below. 
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III. CHIRAL-SYMMETRY BREAKING: 
THE PERTURBATIVE VACUUM 
The chiral order parameter ( qq ) vanishes unless the 
quark propagatorS (p) has a mass term: 
d 4n (qq)=I~TrS(p). (3.1) (27T) 
If we write 
S(p)= Z(p) 
tJ -m (p) 
then 
(qq) =I _!jj_ Z(p)m (p) 
(27T)4 p2-m 2(p) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
We can study the presence or absence of a mass term 
through the Dyson equation for S; this equation, in dual 
QCD, is displayed graphically in Fig. 5. The right-hand 
side of the Dyson equation involves the exact vertices 
coupling quarks to dual gluons. As previously explained, 
these couplings are known only to lowest order in g. We 
therefore replace the exact vertices by bare vertices; this 
is the so-called "rainbow" approximation. To the extent 
that long-distance phenomena dominate, the exact dual 
_, 
_ ____, __ ) 
+ 
-6-
• (b) 
+ 
(a) 
+ 
-o- + -o-
(c) (d) 
+--(:>-+ 
(e) 
FIG. 5. Graphs contributing to the Dyson equation for the 
quark propagator. Wavy lines indicate dual gluons; the double 
line is the F propagator. The diagram labeled (b) is the contri-
bution of the four-quark interaction; it is the graph that gives 
rise to the analog of the gap equation in superconductivity. The 
+ · · · refers to higher-order (in g) quark vertices. 
gluon and F propagators in the Dyson equation can also 
be replaced by their lowest-order values. Then, using the 
results of Sec. II, in the perturbative vacuum the explicit 
Dyson equation is 
_ 1 • 2 I I k 2-M2-M*2 ] I kl-'nv+kvnl-' k~-tknn 2 1 s (p)=p-ze CF dk 2 2 2 ri-'S(p -klrv 81-'V- (k ) + 2 . k (k -M* ) ·n (k·n) (3.4) 
Here nv is the string direction, as explained in Sec. II (Ref. 6). Also, CF=(A0 /2HA.0 /2)=(N2-l )/2Nfor SU(N). 
To look for a nonzero-quark-mass term, we take the trace of (2.4): 
.!!!JpJ_- ie2C Idk [ k2-M2-M*2] m (p -k)Z(p -k) [2 ~ l 
Z(p) -- F k 2(k 2-M*2) (p-k)2-m 2(p-k) + (k·n)2 · (3.5) 
The angular factor 2+k 2n 2/(k·n)2 in Eq. (3.5) arises from the effective axial gauge propagator describing the quark-
quark interaction, as in Eq. (2.31). Its presence makes the right-hand side of (3.5) ultraviolet convergent even if Z and 
mare constants. We will therefore look for approximate solutions of (3.5) with Z = 1 and m constant. Let us choose a 
coordinate system with p=O, and let us take the string direction n~-' to be pure spacelike: niL =(O,n). Also, we want to 
carry out the calculation at finite temperature; therefore J dk means (i 1{3) ,l:;' = _"' J d 3k/(27T)3, and k 0 is to be re-
placed by Zn =(27Ti /{3)n in the integrand. 
To evaluate (3.5) we first make use of the identity 
n·V ----2 --,... 1 1 I n2k 2 ] 
k k 2n·k - k 4 - <n·kl2 • 
The first term on the right-hand side of (3.7) is the surface 
term from the partial integration. Note that the depen-
dence on n has disappeared. Note also that the integral is 
well behaved both in the ultraviolet and in the infrared. 
The perturbative vacuum exists only above the 
deconfinement temperature. In this regime we expect 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
T>>m,M*, becauseM* vanishes at T=Tc (by definition 
of the deconfinement point) and the quark mass m is 
much smaller than Tc. However, we also must have 
T < M, since only then can we expect the dual Lagrang-
ian to be valid. Thus we want to evaluate (3.7) when 
M -zn >>m,M*. Therefore, 
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(3.8) 
It is shown in the Appendix that the right-hand side of 
(3.8) is negative. It is also (apart from the overall factor 
of m) independent of m. Therefore, for both of these 
reasons, the only solution is m = 0 and consequently 
there is no chiral-symmetry breaking above the 
deconfinement temperature. This is a consequence of the 
properties of the perturbative vacuum propagators. In 
the nonperturbative vacuum, the presence of the magnet-
ic condensate F 5 modifies the low-momentum behavior 
of the propagators, and the Dyson equation has a chiral-
symmetry-breaking solution with a scale determined by 
F 5. We next show how this arises. 
IV. CHIRAL-SYMMETRY BREAKING: 
THE NONPERTURBATIVE VACUUM 
The calculation described in Sec. III used the perturba-
tive vacuum values for the dual gluon, F, and mixed 
propagators. In the nonperturbative dual vacuum, 
characterized by a non vanishing value of ( F ~Y ~), and 
in which confinement takes place, the propagators must 
be modified. To see how they are modified, we must look 
at the quadratic (in the C and F fields) part of the dual 
QCD Lagrangian, where F 2 is now measured from its 
nonzero nonperturbative value. 
The Lagrangian is 1 
L= ~ F~vG~v+fF~.i)2(C)F~v 
-tG~P~v-W2(F)- W4(F), (4.1) 
where G~v=al'c~-avc~ +grbcctc;_~. where W2 and 
W4 are the quadratic and quartic (in F) parts of the "po-
tential" W(F). When £5 is introduced, the various in-
verse propagators will evidently all pick up terms propor-
tional to F 5. At very high momenta, these terms are 
unimportant; therefore, the asymptotic behavior of the 
propagators is the same as in the perturbative vacuum 
case, and the convergent ultraviolet behavior still holds. 
For momenta below ( -F 5l112 (Ref. 7), however, the 
propagators behave like 1 IF 6 at large F &. Of the graphs 
shown in Fig. 5, therefore, all will behave like constants 
in the limit F 61m 2 ---. oo, except the one associated with 
the four-quark vertex, labeled (b) in the figure. This 
graph contains no C or F propagators. Its high loop 
momentum ('k 2 > F 6) contribution combines with that of 
the other graphs to produce the same ultraviolet conver-
gence as in the perturbative vacuum, and all that survives 
in the limit F 61m 2---. oo is its low loop momentum 
(k 2 <F 6l contribution. 
The net result is that in the nonperturbative vacuum, 
and for F &!m 2 large, the Dyson equation reduces to 
(again within them =canst, Z = 1 assumption) 
ie 2CF 
m =--2-I dkfTr 
X [ E!'Va/Jn a r /3 1 
k·n p-lt-m 
(4.2) 
using the rules from Sec. II. The integral in (4.2) is to be 
cut off at k 2 = -F5. 
Working out the spinology yields an equation much 
like the gap equation in a superconductor:4 at T =0 we 
have 
3. 2c I d4k n 2 1 (4 3) 
m =- le Fm (21T)4 (k·n)2 (p -k)2-m2 . 
Evaluating the integral we find (setting p=O and choos-
ing n spacelike) either m =0 or 
3e2CF - 2 2 
1 = --2-ln( - F 0 /m ) , (4.4) 81T 
from which we calculate the T =0 chiral-symmetry-
breaking mass to be 
(4.5) 
As in a superconductor, the mass is nonanalytic in the 
coupling constant. The role of the cutoff at the Debye 
energy is played by F 67 W; that is, when there is 
confinement, there is chiral-symmetry breaking. 
Numerically, using the values of the parameters given 
in I, Eq. (4.5) gives a value of 100 MeV for the zero-
temperature mass, taking SU(3) as the color group. (This 
is, of course, a calculation with only a single quark flavor, 
so it is unclear what connection it has to any experimen-
tal quark masses.) 
For finite temperatures, F 5 and m 2 depend on T. If 
F &( T)/m 2( T) >> 1, we can again approximate the Dyson 
equation by the gap equation, which at finite T takes the 
form 
Xn~ooi (~:~3 [-(k·~)2 1 
1 
X 2 2 2 , (4.6) (po-zn) -k -m (T) 
where Zn-Po=(21Ti!{3)(n +f), and we have chosen nv 
to be pure spacelike. The temperature now provides an 
infrared cutoff in (4.6). The chiral transition temperature 
r:, defined as the temperature for which the solution to 
(4.6) is m ( r;) = 0, can be computed from 
l-3e2C _1 l:, I d3k [--~-] 1 
- F {3~ n (21T)3 (k·ll)2 (po-Zn )2-k2 • 
(4.7) 
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Evaluating the sum and integral, with cutoff at 
k =[ -F 5< r; l] 112, yields [for large -P 5< r; l] 
(4.8) 
in complete parallel to the usual superconductivity situa-
tion.4 If we replace -F 5 by its value at T =0, and use 
values of the parameters from I, we obtain r;- 400 MeV. 
In fact, however, F 5 vanishes at the deconfinement 
temperature Tc. Both lattice estimates, 8 and dual QCD 
estimates,9 of Tc give a temperature well below 400 MeV; 
thus deconfinement occurs well below r;. But once 
deconfinement occurs, and consequently F 5 vanishes, we 
revert to the perturbative vacuum in which, as we have 
seen, there is no chiral-symmetry breaking. Thus chiral 
symmetry is restored at Tc, not at r;. 
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APPENDIX 
In Sec. II we showed that, in the perturbative vacuum, 
the effective interaction between quarks is given by Eq. 
(2.31). In the nonperturbative vacuum, the coefficient in 
For very large k 2, the nonperturbative vacuum propaga-
tors coincide with those in the perturbative vacuum. 
Therefore, as k 2 ---+oo, F---+2/k 2, G---+1, and H---+0. All 
are finite at the origin in the nonperturbative vacuum. 
The surface term in (A4) can therefore be evaluated ex-
plicitly and contributes -e2CFm /4rr2 to the right-hand 
side. 
We next carry out the Wick rotation to Euclidean 
space, k 0 ---+ik4 , and invoke (A2) to obtain 
- e2CFm e2CF J"" 2 2 
m-- 2 + 2 kEdkE 4rr 16rr o 
(A5) 
where ki =q +k2• Because 
kiF k.2F 
---=-- + k 2 ____!!__ --:-~----:-
ki+m2 E dki ki+m 2 
d kiF 
dki ki+m 2 ' 
(A6) 
(2.31) will change, and the other possible spinological in-
variant, BJLV-nJLnvln 2, will appear as well. The form of 
the Dyson equation in the nonperturbative vacuum will 
therefore be (as before, setting Z = 1 and taking m to be 
constant) 
X 1 
(p -k)2-m2 (A1) 
In the perturbative vacuum, G = ( k 2 /2 )F, so that only 
the structure 2 + n 2 k 2 /( n · k )2 appears, as indicated in Eq. 
(3.5); in the nonperturbative case we write more generally 
k2 
G=-F+3H. 
2 
(A2) 
[The factor of 3 results from y JL(flJLV-nJLnvfn 2 )y v=3.] 
As we will see below, His essential for chiral-symmetry 
breaking to take place. 
Let us first look at zero temperature, in which case we 
may set p =0 in (Al), and dk stands for d 4k /(2rrf We 
note that, choosing n JL to be pure spacelike, 
-
1
-=-li·V - 1-. (li·k)2 k li·k (A3) 
Using (A3) in (Al) and performing the indicated partial 
integration yields 
(A4) 
we can finally rewrite (AS) as 
e 2CFm e 2CFm 3e 2CFm J"" 2 H(-kil 
m = - + + dk E ---,,-------,,-
4rr2 8rr2 8~ o ki +m 2 
(A7) 
using the fact that F ---+2!k 2 and H ---+0 as k 2---+ oo. The 
first two terms in (A 7) come from the known large-k 2 be-
havior of F and H. The third term, giving the contribu-
tion of finite momenta to m, depends only on H. 
In the perturbative vacuum, H =0. Hence, the only 
solution of (A 7) is m = 0 and chiral symmetry remains 
unbroken. 
In the nonperturbative vacuum, where F 5+0, the con-
tributions of H to (A 7) arise from momenta below or of 
order ( -F~ )112• As explained in the text we can use the 
graphs of Fig. 5 to estimate the contribution when 
- F 51m 2 » 1. This yields 
e 2CFm 3e 2CFm J -£5 dki 
m=- + ' 8~ 8~ o ki+m 2 (AS) 
which reproduces Eq. (4.4) in the limit of large F 5. 
We now look at finite temperature, and replace J dk in 
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(Al) by (i 1/3) Ln J d 3k /(27d. We also set p=O, 
Po =(21Ti /{3)(n 0 +t ), and k 0 =(21Ti l/3)n. To explicitly 
carry out the integrals let us write F as a sum of terms, 
F= ~ 2Ai (A9) ~ k2 2 , ; -m; 
with Li A;= 1 to incorporate the known asymptotic be-
havior. [Any rational function of k 2, such as, for exam-
ple, the one given in (2.31), can be written this way.] It is 
then a straightforward calculation to show that (A 1) 
reduces to 
_ e 2C Fm J "' I tanh/3E /2 2 2 [ A tanh{3E /2 B coth/3E; /2]] 
m-- 2 dk E + l: A;(2k +m;) 2 2 2 E + 2 2 2 , 41T o ; A -4pQE; B -4pQE E; (AlO) 
where E 2=k 2+m 2, E/=k 2+m/, A =p5+m 2-m/, 
and B =p6-m 2+m/, plus the contribution of the H 
term. 
At high Tor small {3, and therefore high p0 (which is 
the relevant range), the first term in (AlO) dominates and 
it has a negative sign. Hence in the perturbative vacuum, 
where H =0, the only solution to (AlO), at least for large 
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